Although the faculty of memory holds information about the past, it is mostly about the present and the future, because it permits adaptive responses to ongoing events as well as to events yet to come. Since many elements in the future are uncertain, the plasticity machinery that encodes memories in the brain has to operate under the assumption that stored information is likely to require fast and recurrent updating. This assumption is reflected at multiple levels of the brain, including the synaptic and the cellular level. Recent findings cast new light on how combinations of plasticity and metaplasticity mechanisms could permit the brain to balance over time between stability and plasticity of the information stored.
INTRODUCTION
Human language commonly associates memory with the past. But memories are made mostly for the sake of present and future. Experience-dependent modifications in the individual's behaviour draw on the past to permit better adapted responses to ongoing reality as well as to the reality to come. Being able to anticipate even limited types or aspects of events is expected to endow the species with significant advantages. Under certain contextual and temporal conditions, our brain seems to be able to do just that. This requires that the plasticity machinery in the brain operate under the assumption that the future is uncertain and that information stored is likely to require quick and recurrent updating. This assumption should be reflected at multiple levels of organization of the brain, including the synaptic and cellular level.
DEFINING 'FUTURE'
For the brain, future is anytime between a fraction of a second and a lifetime ahead. Except ageing and ultimately end of life, the further away the future, the less certain it is. The immediate cognitive future is practically inseparable from the present. If 20 ms or so is taken to be an estimate of the duration of cognitive present or the hypothetical 'cognitive beat' (Dudai 2002) , but even simple actions take longer to complete (Thorpe et al. 1996; Van Tuernnout et al. 1998; Baddeley 2007) , then every ongoing behaviour incorporates future tense. Ample evidence indeed indicates that the brain anticipates the world on a momentary basis (Anokhin 1974; e.g. Shima & Tanji 1998; Naya et al. 2001) . Furthermore, selectionist ('Darwinian') theories of brain function consider stimulus-driven selection of endogenously generated internal prerepresentations, some of which fit better than others to respond to the future event, as instrumental in our adaptive interaction with the world (Young 1979; Heidmann et al. 1984) . Again, by definition, prerepresentations are expected to precede the relevant 'teaching' stimulus by a fraction of a second. (See also Bar (2007) on proposed fast priming of memory representations in facilitating perception and cognition, and Fox et al. (2007) for an example of brain imaging data that might be construed to reflect prerepresentations.)
In the present discussion, 'future' means further away from the present than fractions of a second only. It makes sense to also exclude from the discussion longer time windows that are still short enough to allow continual attentional control. This is because, for all practical purpose in everyday life, the brain may still consider as present or at most 'present progressive', a brief ongoing potential narrative that unfolds under attentional control. Hence, the time of operation of working memory, i.e. seconds to tens of seconds, is left out. Furthermore, there is evidence that neurons can still reach decisions on the state of their recently activated synapses even hours after the offset of a stimulus (Frey & Morris 1997) . Since these cellular processes could be considered as time-locked to the direct consequence of the stimulus, none is considered here as a manifestation of 'future' with regard to that stimulus. All together, although the brain clearly differentiates distinctive post-stimulus time slices at the second, minute and hour range (Frey & Morris 1997; Toib et al. 1998; Coltheart 1999; Fusi et al. 2005; Gilboa et al. 2005; Buzsaki 2006; Smith et al. 2006; Hare et al. 2008; Hasson et al. 2008) , this post-stimulus time window is neglected here.
The future in the context of this discussion is considered to start when memory becomes longterm. The assumption made here is that short-term memory (STM) could still readily adapt to ongoing events, but once the brain decides that the information is important enough to be stored in the long-term, the updating of that information becomes a particularly interesting challenge that involves balancing stability with plasticity. But when does long-term memory (LTM) start? The answer to this question depends on the discipline. For neurologists, for example, LTM is that memory that lasts for more than a few minutes, whereas for cellular and molecular neurobiologists who investigate behaving animals, it is memory that lasts more than a few hours, and by convention, over 24 hours (Dudai 2002) . Since the discussion below draws heavily on cellular and molecular data, I have selected the molecular neurobiology view on when memory could be considered as long-term. The question posed in the title of this discussion could hence be rephrased as How the cellular machinery of long-term memory anticipates the uncertain future, where the 'future' lies at least a day head.
It should also be noted that the present discussion addresses 'primitives' of memory, i.e. basic mechanisms shared by different memory systems. It is likely that in addition to the current rich repertoire of taxonomies of memory systems (Tulving & Fergus 2000; Roediger et al. 2007; Tulving 2007) , one could easily conceive a taxonomy based on the relative role of 'present' or 'future' in the alleged goal of the system. In such taxonomy, for example, skill and habit will be more present-oriented than episodic memory, whose function is assumed to involve reconstruction of future scenarios and imagination ( Tulving 1983; Suddendorf & Corballis 1997; Atance & O'Neill 2005; Dudai & Carruthers 2005; Addis et al. 2007; Hassabis et al. 2007) . However, the claim made here is that regardless of the weight that evolution had assigned to anticipation of change in the function of the specific memory system, in most memory systems, if not in all of them, there is a built-in capacity to anticipate change.
THE LTMwf(GROWTH) PARADIGM
A conceptual paradigm that has dominated biological models of learning and memory for over a century now, considers learning as a stimulus that triggers a local developmental shift that involves local growth processes in the brain. Memory is the outcome of these local growth processes. Holt (1931) epitomizes this view: 'Growth and learning are one continuous process, to the earlier phases of which we give the one name, and to the later. phases we give the other'. He was not, of course, the first to suggest the memorygrowth analogy. Attempts to translate this idea into specific biological algorithms and mechanisms preceded even the introduction of concepts as 'neuron' and 'synapse' into the jargon of the brain sciences: 'For every act of memory', says Bain (1872) , '. there is a specific grouping or coordination of sensations and movements, by virtue of specific growth in the cell junctions'. Elaborate experience-dependent growth theories followed (e.g. Kappers 1917; Hebb 1949) , paving the way to the proposal (Monne 1949) , and then to the discovery (Flexner et al. 1963) , that de novo macromolecular synthesis, so characteristic of developmental shifts and growth, is required for LTM. The introduction of the concept of memory consolidation (Muller & Pilzecker 1900) seemed also to fit the idea that memories mature over time, similarly to organs and organisms.
Consolidation refers to the progressive post-acquisition stabilization of the memory trace (McGaugh 2000; Dudai 2004 ). The term is used to denote hypothetical memory stabilization processes at different levels of brain organization. Molecular neurobiologists refer to post-encoding stabilization of synaptic or cell-wide information storage that occurs over hours or days after encoding (cellular consolidation, Dudai & Morris 2000; Dudai 2004 ). Systems and cognitive neuroscientists refer to post-encoding reorganization of information in distributed cortico-hippocampal circuits, which requires weeks, months, possibly even years to complete (systems consolidation, Dudai & Morris 2000; Dudai 2004 ).
The classic consolidation hypothesis connotes two interrelated attributes of LTM. One is irreversibility, the other stability (forgetting and lesions notwithstanding). The textbook account of both cellular and systems consolidation was until recently that consolidation occurs just once per item. Furthermore, it was assumed that once consolidation is over, the memory item becomes resistant to a variety of amnesic agents, such as inhibitors of protein synthesis.
USE REINSTATES FRESH PLASTICITY IN OLD MEMORIES
The textbook account of memory consolidation has been, however, undergoing significant revisions in recent years. This might not come as a surprise to those who follow the cognitive literature, since the notion that memory items gain stability once consolidated does not sit well with ample evidence from human cognitive psychology that again and again portrayed recollection as constructive, casting doubts on the stability and veracity of retrieved facts and episodes (Bartlett 1932; Loftus & Loftus 1980; Schacter 1995) . Unfortunately, the historical dissociation between the practioners of cognitive psychology and brain researchers tends to hinder proper crossfertilization and cross-migration of concepts ( Wixted 2004; Roediger et al. 2007) . Over the years, animal studies did contribute evidence that items in LTM are less stable then previously assumed and that they can regain their sensitivity to amnesic agents upon reactivation in retrieval (Misanin et al. 1968; Nader et al. 2000; Sara 2000) . But this phenomenon, dubbed 'reconsolidation', was somewhat pushed under the rug in view of the dominance of the consolidation dogma. Ultimately, the data made their impact, and in recent years, the study of reconsolidation has become a major focus of interest in both human and animal research (Nader 2003; Dudai 2004; Alberini 2005) .
The current majority view in the field of memory research-as judged by bibliometry and definitely not without opposition-is that items in memory become transiently sensitive to a variety of amnesic agents immediately after encoding and then again immediately after retrieval. This transient susceptibility to amnesia is taken to imply that encoding and retrieval trigger in the neuronal substrate of the memory a special process and physical state. This post-activation state (Dudai 2007 ) is called 'consolidation' when it occurs after encoding and 'reconsolidation' when it occurs after retrieval. In terms of the cellular and circuit mechanisms involved, reconsolidation is not a faithful replay of consolidation (Bahar et al. 2004; Debiec & LeDoux 2004; Dudai 2004; Lee et al. 2004; Alberini 2005; von Hertzen & Giese 2005) . Both processes do, however, share dependence on de novo macromolecular synthesis. It was reported (Parsons et al. 2006 ) that consolidation requires both protein and mRNA synthesis, whereas reconsolidation requires protein but not mRNA synthesis, but others reported that reconsolidation also depends on mRNA synthesis (Duvarci et al. 2008) . The extent to which macromolecular reorganization, whether cell-wide or synapse-specific, takes place in reconsolidation vis-à-vis consolidation is hence yet to be determined. The crucial point, however, is not the identity of the detailed cellular and circuit mechanisms, but rather the finding that upon its reactivation, the long-term trace re-enters an unstable state that shares characteristics with postencoding consolidation.
An additional difference between consolidation and reconsolidation is that, whereas cellular consolidation is a universal process, i.e. detected in every form of learning and every species tested so far, reconsolidation seems to occur only under certain conditions (Dudai 2004 (Dudai , 2006 . To date, several boundary conditions have been identified that constrain reconsolidation, including the dominance of the trace (i.e. its ability to control behaviour after retrieval, Eisenberg et al. 2003) , competition with concomitant memory extinction, and, most pertinent to the context of this discussion, conditions that promote new encoding in or immediately after retrieval (Pedreira et al. 2004; Morris et al. 2006) .
If the reactivated long-term trace regains augmented plasticity, does it mean that the original trace can be completely erased? A close look at the data and discussions in the field distinguishes three versions of the reconsolidation hypothesis (Dudai 2004 ). The 'strong version' of the reconsolidation hypothesis posits that the regained plasticity applies to all the elements of the original memory and may indeed end-up in the erasure of that memory. The 'intermediate version' posits that there is a core memory that is stable and unaffected by the reconsolidation, but some stored elements of the original trace can still be modified and even erased. The weak version proposes that the original trace is actually unaffected in the process and that the plasticity refers only to new information that is added to the older memory in the context of retrieval. The latter version does not deviate from the classical consolidation hypothesis, as it simply says that new information consolidates; it is not really reconsolidation. It is yet unclear which of the other versions fits reality better, the strong or the intermediate. Anyway, even if upon memory reactivation the core representation becomes sensitive to amnesic agents, related memory associations seem to be spared (Debiec et al. 2006) .
It is important to appreciate that the fact that reconsolidation is usually unveiled by the use of amnesic agents, does not imply that in real life, reconsolidation results in the weakening of the trace. Amnesic agents are only a tool to infer function from dysfunction (Dudai 2002) . Reconsolidation might also provide an opportunity for the strengthening of the trace (Sara 2000; Frenkel et al. 2005; Tronson et al. 2006) . This, together with the finding that reconsolidation is promoted by the induction of an encoding state in the retrieval situation (Morris et al. 2006) , raises the possibility that the role of reconsolidation is to update memory, i.e. to adapt the reactivated memory to the new circumstances of the retrieval context (Sara 2000; Dudai 2004 ). However, whereas the consolidation hypothesis postulates that the original memory is securely consolidated, updating notwithstanding, the reconsolidation hypothesis, even in its intermediate version (see above), assumes that at least part of the original trace regains susceptibility to change. Some data (Rodriguez-Ortiz et al. 2008) but not others (Tronel et al. 2005 ) support a role for reconsolidation in updating of long-term memories. The current discrepancy on the role of reconsolidation in updating in different systems and paradigms might be related to boundary conditions on reconsolidation, which are not yet completely understood (Dudai 2006) .
PLASTIC OPPORTUNITIES IN THE ABSENCE OF EXPLICIT RETRIEVAL
Recent evidence indicates that long-term and remote memory is susceptible to certain amnesic agents even in the absence of explicit memory reactivation. These agents are inhibitors of an atypical isozyme of protein kinase C (PKC), called PKMz. PKCs are composed of a catalytic subunit and a regulatory subunit, which are attached via a proteineous hinge. The regulatory subunit inhibits the catalytic subunit by a psuedosubstrate domain. In the absence of the regulatory subunit, the enzyme becomes constitutively active or autonomous. PKMz is an autonomous form of PKCz, which is formed in the brain by alternative splicing of PKCz pre-mRNA. PKMz can be inhibited by a number of selective inhibitors, particularly the cell permeable pseudosubstrate inhibitory peptide, ZIP. PKMz has been reported to be critical in the maintenance of longterm potentiation (LTP) in the hippocampus (Ling et al. 2002) . Two sequential steps are required for the persistent increase in PKMz activity that maintains LTP (Kelly et al. 2007) . One is de novo synthesis of PKMz from PKMz mRNA in the dendrite. This is regulated by several enzymes, including pre-existing PKMz. The other is formation of a complex with the enzyme phosphoinositide-dependent kinase-1 (PDK1): though PKMz is autonomous in the sense that second messengers required to activate PKC are not required, it must be still phosphorylated by PDK1 for optimal catalytic activity. The persistently active PKMz phosphorylates synaptic substrates, which modify the microstructure of the synapse. This ultimately leads to a substantial increase in the number of functional post-synaptic AMPA-type glutamate
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Long-term spatial information in the hippocampus, which is subserved by LTP, was shown to critically depend on persistent activity of PKMz (Pastlakova et al. 2006 ). This was demonstrated by the micorinfusion of ZIP into the hippocampus of the behaving rat; scrambled ZIP had no effect. Although the hippocampus is well known to play a critical role in some types of memory, it is the neocortex that is considered to serve as the ultimate repository of multiple types of LTM in the mammalian brain (Dudai 2002; Squire & Bayley 2007) . Using similar methods, it has indeed been found that microinfusion of ZIP into the neocortex rapidly erases remote memory associations (more than three months old), but not familiarity, in the behaving rat (Shema et al. 2007 (Shema et al. , 2009 ). The affected brain area can, however, reacquire readily a new memory association. The above data suggest that PKMz permanently maintains LTM, and is thus a target for amnesic agents as long as the memory persists. When the enzymatic activity is blocked for a short while (less than 2 hours, and probably minutes only), the experience-dependent synaptic modifications seem to collapse and the memory disappears with them. One possibility is that the target of PKMz is a 'tag' that dephosphorylates rapidly, and in its absence, though the enzymatic activity recovers from the inhibition, the enzyme cannot locate the proper phosphorylation site any more.
Two major conclusions emerge from the recent findings concerning the role of PKMz in maintaining LTM. First that inhibitors can cause rapid, irreversible amnesia even in the absence of explicit memory reactivation. Thus post-retrieval reconsolidation is not the only window of opportunity in which an item in LTM can be modified, at least in a laboratory setting, once post-encoding consolidation had been completed. And second that neuronal changes which subserve LTM are not an indelible modification of synaptic structure, but remain dependent on ongoing enzymatic activity and, thus, are capable of rapid and dynamic alterations by experimental manipulations.
What might the physiological role be of such potential to rapidly erase LTM? Three main possibilities come to mind. First, that in situ, the cellular mechanism that requires persistent phosphorylation by PKMz is regulated in a more graded and discriminative manner than by ZIP inhibition in the artificial laboratory setting, resulting in real life in restricted fast modulation of local synaptic properties and memory rather than in complete memory erasure. Such rapid, local modulation of long-term synaptic plasticity might, for example, be useful in the course of fast incorporation of new experience into existing associative knowledge schemas in the neocortex (Tse et al. 2007) , without necessarily activating all the affected associations at the time of change. Second, rapid inhibition of PKMz in specific synapses may indeed lead to rapid step-wise shift of synapses to a basal level of efficacy or even to a silent state. This might be useful in conditions in which the previous accumulating modifications culminate in catastrophic 'freezing' (e.g. a stable local minimum trap) of the computational abilities of the circuit, a situation that might be remedied by 'rebooting'. And third, as computational models suggest (Hopfield 1982; Amit 1989) , circuits may saturate, potentially requiring erasure to create space for storing new information.
Selective inhibitors of PKMz are so far the only agents found to be capable of rapidly erasing long-term and remote memory in the mammalian brain in the absence of explicit memory reactivation. Since the phosphorylation of a target protein can be reversed by protein phosphatases, further research on protein phosphatase inhibitors may identify additional types of memory erasers, including, possibly, LTM erasers (Mansuy & Shenolikar 2006) . These agents could cast further light on key elements the molecular machinery that keeps LTM going, and on the potential role of erasure in modifying LTM in the behaving brain.
ON MEMORY METAPHORS
Freezing and rebooting, as used above, are computerage metaphors. More accurately, they are palimpsesttype metaphors anchored in technological and cultural contexts much older than the computer age. Metaphors are abundant in the science of memory (Roediger 1980; Dudai 2002) . The problem with them is that although they help us in organizing our thoughts, they are also potentially misleading and promote fixation of conceptual paradigms (Dudai 2002) . Storehouse, a dominant metaphor in memory research, epitomizes the problem. The storehouse metaphor connotes stability, whereas memory is dynamic. The data on reconsolidation as well as on the ability to rapidly erase LTM associations without damaging new learning, only augment the dynamic nature of memory.
The classic time-based classification of memory distinguishes STM from LTM. This classification is known as the 'dual trace' hypothesis. It posits a transient, reverberating short-term trace, 'that carries the information until the growth change is made' (Hebb 1949) , and a long-term, stabilized trace, which is the outcome of the postulated growth change (for other terms used to describe the same or similar ideas, such as primary versus secondary memory, see Dudai 2002) . Combined with the consolidation hypothesis (see above), the orthodox version of the dual trace hypothesis could be construed to depict the memory trace, once consolidated, as being stored as is over time, used, then re-deposited until next use (figure 1a; for an example of a more relaxed version of the dual-trace hypothesis in the context of systems consolidation, see Nadel & Moscovitch 1997 ). An alternative conceptual framework was proposed that portrays memory items in two alternating states: active, and inactive (figure 1b; Lewis 1979) . Active is the state of the trace on and immediately after encoding and retrieval. Occasionally, the trace might also become activated independent of encoding and retrieval. Otherwise, the trace is inactive. The trace fluctuates between the active-inactive states, or cycles. This hypothesis could be dubbed as 'the cyclic model'. The data on consolidation and reconsolidation combined indicate that whenever active, the trace enters a special state (post-activation state, Dudai 2007) , in which it is highly plastic and susceptible to interference by amnesic agents. This is different from the classic dual trace hypothesis that does not predict augmented plasticity after retrieval, i.e. reconsolidation. Whereas the dual trace model depicts the ontogeny of a memory item as a step function in which consolidation is the transition from one step to the other, the reconsolidation hypothesis is in line with the cyclic model. A modified version of the cyclic model takes into account the reports that LTM is susceptible to certain amnesic agents even in the absence of explicit reactivation of the trace. This modified cyclic model raises the possibility that the long-term trace can be updated whether active or inactive ( figure 1c) .
It is noteworthy that the active-inactive type of models does not nullify the existence of some type of consolidation, i.e. does not preclude an initial maturation phase for each item in memory. As noted above, studies that compare consolidation to reconsolidation show that reconsolidation is not a faithful recapitulation of consolidation, and studies on the role of PKMz in neural plasticity and memory show that memories are not sensitive to PKMz inhibitors in the first hours after training. All this implies that the properties of a fresh memory are different from those of an old memory (see also Berman & Dudai 2001) . But once LTM is established, active-inactive models assume that the memory is still malleable and not stored as an indelible consolidated item. Coming back to metaphors, whereas the combination of the dual trace model with the consolidation hypothesis connotes the storehouse metaphor, the more recent data on the high plasticity of the long-term trace and the cyclic models that stem from these data favour a Phoenix metaphor: occasionally, items in memory may get the opportunity to be born anew.
ON BEING JUST STABLE ENOUGH
In an influential account, Marr (1982) distinguished three levels of description or analysis in information processing machines: (a) the level of the computational theory, i.e. what are the goals of the computations and the logic of the strategy to carry them out, (b) the levels of representations and algorithms, i.e. how can the computations be implemented in terms of 'input' and 'output' representations and of the algorithms for the transformation of input into output, and (c) the level of hardware implementation, i.e. the way the representations and algorithms are implemented in the hardware of the machine, which, in the case of the brain, is the biological material, spanning from molecules to cells, circuits and brain organs.
Taking the anthropocentric adaptationist approach, which posits that biological systems have evolved to achieve a goal and, furthermore, that we can identify that goal (and see Gould & Lewontin 1979 for a critique), one could start the analysis of memory systems by defining their goal. Such an approach is likely to culminate in assignment of different goals to different memory systems, since, as noted above, systems as different as emotional or motor conditioning, skill, priming, semantic or episodic memory, had probably evolved under different selection pressures for different purposes. Yet one could still simplify and generalize, by proposing a common goal for all memory systems. It is tempting to propose that (a) . The dual trace model classifies memory into a transient, short-term phase (STM) and a stable, long-term trace (LTM). The latter is generated by synaptic and cellwide growth-like processes in the course of post-encoding consolidation. Amnesic agents can disrupt the memory trace during consolidation, but lose their effectiveness once consolidation is over. Consolidation according to this model occurs just once per item. This type of model does not refer specifically to the fate of the trace after retrieval, and assumes, usually implicitly, that when new information is interwoven into old knowledge, the new information undergoes consolidation without altering plasticity in the older, consolidated memory. (b). The cyclic model depicts two states of memory, active (black) and inactive (grey), which alternate over time. Activity is time-locked to encoding or retrieval. This type of model still predicts an initial consolidation period (on or immediately after encoding of the new memory item) but then allows for consolidation-like processes to occur more than once per item, i.e. allows reconsolidation. Recent data suggest that reconsolidation is not a faithful recapitulation of consolidation. One possibility is that reinstated plasticity in reactivated memory allows some sort of memory reorganization or updating (in the scheme, arrows representing new information merge with the old information only when the memory is in an active state). (c). A modified version of the cyclic model that takes into account recent reports that LTM is susceptible to certain amnesic agents even in the absence of explicit reactivation of the trace. This model raises the possibility that the long-term trace can be updated, whether active or inactive (again, as in (b), arrows represent new information merging with existing to generate an updated representation). this universal goal is to optimize adaptive responses to stimuli in the changing milieu of the individual.
The algorithmic and hardware routes taken to the aforementioned goal seem to navigate among conflicting pressures. On the one hand, once a proper response is installed, either by the species' experience (i.e. innate response programs) or by individual experience or, usually, by their combination, stability is advantageous since it ensures fast response and saves on the energy needed to learn anew. On the other hand, since the milieu changes, plasticity should permit fast changes in the existing response, should the conditions require such changes. On top of it, anticipating future events and trends permits preparative steps and fast-adaptive response. Summation of these requirements probably underlies basic plastic properties of the memory trace of the type described above. Hence, following encoding, initial consolidation converts the trace into a state that is just stable enough, so that it will last till the next encounter with the proper stimulus, but at same time is amenable to change once the proper stimuli or contexts change significantly. Under these constraints, a system that opens windows of augmented plasticity only when effective cues concerning the relevant specific situation become available could be beneficial, since it could reduce the risk of unwarranted change, restricting change to when it is needed only. Reconsolidation provides such a cue-locked restricted window of opportunity. The existence of privileged plasticity windows is a type of metaplasticity, i.e. the plasticity of neural plasticity (Abraham & Tate 1997) . As other variants of metaplasticity, it reflects a dynamic balance between the need to change, to resist excessive change, and the metabolic price of both (Dudai 2002) .
The question could then be raised why is it that the trace can be rapidly changed or even erased with a PKMz inhibitor outside the consolidation or reconsolidation windows. The possibility should not be excluded that this reflects inherent mechanistic shortcoming of the system and not adaptivity (e.g. Gould & Lewontin 1979) . In other words, that the susceptible part of the cellular long-term plasticity machinery that collapses as a consequence of transient interruption of the persistent kinase activity is not a target for cellular regulation in vivo. However, several hypothetical possibilities that assume physiological regulation of this site were raised above. Of these, the one most appealing in my view is the possibility of facilitating fast incorporation of new experience into existing associative knowledge schemas in the neocortex ( Tse et al. 2007) in the absence of superfluous activation of indirect associations (Debiec et al. 2006) .
In conclusion, biological memory systems have evolved the basic capacity to anticipate an uncertain future by combining neuronal plasticity and metaplasticity mechanisms so that they can encode experience in a reasonably robust way on the one hand, but update it quickly on the other. It would be of interest to determine whether this capacity is exploited differentially in different memory systems, according to the relative weight of the requirement for stability versus anticipation of change in each system. Such differential reliance on plasticity that results in experiencedependent stability and on metaplasticity that permits future destabilization may account also for differences in the veracity of long-term items in different memory systems.
